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                                              The Jive Aces

                                            Together for over 25 years, The Jive Aces have been keeping the show on the road for three decades and become renowned worldwide for their high-energy live show having toured in over 40 countries. The band aim to spread smiles and cheer with their swinging music and classic vintage style from crooning smooth ballads to blasting honking rhythm & blues. Having plated for Her Majesty the Queen, selling out the Royal Albert Hall, becoming the first band to reach the finals of Britain's Got Talen or just entertaining at one of their 250 live shows a year, they continuously showcase why they are the UK's No.1 Jive & Swing band!
With their trademark yellow suits and a repertoire that stretches from the timeless tunes of the swing era to the glitz of the Rat Pack with a dash of classic rock n roll, they perform songs in their unique upbeat style by such great artists as Louis Prima, Bobby Darin, Louis Armstrong, Sammy Davis Jr. and Ella Fitzgerald as well as a selection of superb original tunes.
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                                              The Other Selves

                                            A reflection on ageing. The memory and anticipation of ordinary traumas and tragedies. The histories that are embedded in the way you feel your movement. The sufferings of others that have stuck to the skin, the bones the ligaments and which you carry with you. The inevitability of a continuing, perhaps pathetic, conversation with yourself... between yourselves... about who you are, who you have been... who you still might become...
The skeleton of this solo is made out of a series of letters between Anton and Anton, the protagonist of this solo. Letters about different topics related to different fears, ageing and desire. The material of the solo varies from movement scenes, to videos and text. What all materials have in common is a poetic sense to reveal some of the more hidden and deeper layers of the protagonist.
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                                              Belfast Ma : Mother of the Groom

                                            The Belfast Ma is back with her brand-new show Mother of the Groom. Enjoy the antics of everyone's favourite Ma, Sadie Devine as she prepares for the wedding of the year. Her favourite wee son Thomas is getting married to childhood sweetheart Kirsty and Sadie is determined to give them the best big day ever.She is all over everything, the cars, the flowers, the dress, the cake, the table plan, and off course the hen do. This is one wedding not to be missed, so grab your invitation, stick on your favourite hat, and celebrate the event of the year. Sure, it’s gonna be a geg.
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                              Fiddler on the Roof

               April - May 2024
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                              Gift Vouchers

               Treat a theatre lover you know with a Riverside gift voucher.
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                                Your Visit

                                
                                
                Set on the busy Ulster University campus in Coleraine, the theatre serves not only the staff and student population but the wide reaching Causeway Coast & Glens community with a 140,000 + population.
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   Newsletter

   Stay updated on the latest theatre news and events. Sign up now!
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          About Riverside Theatre

          Discover the enchantment of live theatre: captivating stories, mesmerizing acting, and breathtaking productions at Riverside Theatre.
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